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Abstract 

During a required group research assessment at our higher education institution, Royal Central 

School of Speech and Drama (RCSSD), we uncovered multiple underlying and intersecting axes 

of oppression that affected our research. These axes include silence, gatekeeping, discrimination, 

white fragility, and emotional labour. This article explores how our research process was affected 

by these axes of oppression in an academic setting. First, we unpack the scope of our initial 

research which included a heuristic methodology and Critical Race Theory. Next, we uncover how 

this internal study around structural racism was interrupted by the oppressive practices and to what 

extent they affected the research process and our final assessed presentation. Finally, using 

autoethnography we investigate how, as three researchers with different backgrounds and 

ethnicities (two Black women and one white woman), we seemingly disrupted an internal research 

conference at a higher education institution. Writing this article is a necessary act of liberation for 

us as researchers to contextualise and define our experiences through Critical Race Theory. 

Through this paper, we aim to expand the dialogue among researchers and institutions on how 

structural racism and oppressive practices become evident in the fabric of academia. Furthermore, 

any lack of dialogue will inevitably continue to cause acts of oppression within institutions until 

they are faced with resilience, honesty, and a balance of power free from oppression.  
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In the spring of 2019, we (Mary C. Parker, Michaela Gasteratou, and Anna Claire Walker) sought 

to perform academic research on the representation of Black racial identities on stage at our higher 

education institution (HEI) during a required module of our Masters’ courses. Our initial aim was 

to investigate how structural racism was being addressed in the curriculum and student body at our 

institution: Royal Central School of Speech and Drama (RCSSD).1Throughout our research 

process, we recognised multiple underlying and intersecting axes of oppression that continually 

affected our research. We define oppression as harm caused by systemic biased forces (Cudd, 

2005). Using autoethnography to analyse our experiences, we have discovered that it was not the 

subject matter alone that induced these oppressive axes, but our identities as a research team as 

well: three non-British researchers with differing backgrounds and ethnicities (two Black women 

and one white woman).2 This article aims to identify how the axes of oppression we experienced 

are acts of structural racism. First, we unpack the scope of our initial research titled Dear ‘Write’ 

Central, including the methodology and theories we used to develop our research. Next, using 

autoethnography, we uncover how this internal study around structural racism was interrupted by 

 
1 We would like to acknowledge the resources and students at RCSSD that enabled us to perform this 
research, as well as our project supervisor for their labour, guidance, and support, known and unknown. 

Although we recognise their positionality within a structurally racist institution, we appreciate every act 

of care and attention they gave us and how they prepared us to examine and critique not only the data we 

collected but the data we could not collect due to oppressive practices. 

2 We have chosen to capitalise ‘Black’ in this paper and leave ‘white’ lowercase. The reason behind this 

choice is to acknowledge the imbalance of power that exists due to white supremacist culture and exercise 

a form of ‘orthographic justice’ by empowering Black voices and experiences (Perlman, 2015).  
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five oppressive practices and to what extent they affected the research process and our final 

presentation at the HEI. Finally, we investigate how our identities as a research group affected the 

response to our findings, and how we seemingly caused disruption at an internal research 

conference and at RCSSD. 

We believe in the power of sharing stories of racial discrimination. Similar to Delgado, 

Stefancic and Harris, we know that ‘stories can name a type of discrimination; once named, it can 

be combated’ (2001, p. 43). It is our aim through sharing our story, that we will give evidence to 

issues in our society and that we can all connect and learn through these experiences. 

 

Dear ‘Write’ Central- The project and methodology 

The research module at RCSSD required us to propose our research topic as a team. Our initial 

research question focused on the representation of Black people on stage in the UK, and more 

specifically at HEIs. However, the first event we attended as part of our data collection, a student-

led showcase, had what seemed to be no Black actors and only one Black audience member, 

excluding two of our research team members who identify as Black. This was observational data 

since we did not ask anyone in the room to disclose their racial identity to us. This experience led 

us to shift our research to a different question: ‘Who is responsible for ensuring ethnic diversity 

and representation on stage within our institution?’ To better understand how this happened we 
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decided to use the MA course that put together this production as a case study. We will refer to 

this MA course as Alpha.3      

As we conducted our research, we learned how the lack of diverse representation on stage 

within our academic institution was a by-product of structural racism. Structural racism is rooted 

in systemic policies that inform institutional practices to promote racial inequity for groups that 

are not white (The Aspen Institute, 2020). We then sought to analyse the course curriculum 

information, and administer surveys and workshops, to determine the extent to which student 

writing, dramaturgy, and performance can be seen as embedded in the mechanism of structural 

racism that exists within the institution (Delgado, Stefancic and Harris, 2001).  

We gathered our data by administering a student questionnaire and a workshop. For the 

workshop, we invited students from all 15 MA/MFA courses offered at RCSSD to attend a 

rehearsed reading followed by a focus group session and a short questionnaire. The rehearsed 

reading was of a script from the student-led showcase where we made changes to the casting, 

replacing the white cast one-by-one with Black actors. After gathering data from the students, we 

constructed a questionnaire for the Alpha course tutors to examine the structure of the course 

curriculum. Additionally, we utilised the existing data report Royal Central School of Speech and 

Drama Race Equality Review, which was published by Halpin Partnership in reviewing RCSSD’s 

race and equality practices (2019). 

 
3 To protect anonymity, we are choosing to not name the course. 
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In their book, Critical Race Theory: An Introduction, Richard Delgado and Jean Stefancic 

state that Critical Race Theory (CRT) can be used to assess issues surrounding controversies in 

education more specifically in curricula (2001, p. 3). CRT argues that race, instead of being solely 

‘biologically grounded,’ is constructed by society. ‘Racial inequality emerges from the social, 

economic, and legal differences whites create between ‘races’ to maintain elite white interests’ 

(Curry, 2009). In other words, racism is not merely a matter of prejudice, it operates as a structural 

and social system that has been crafted to uphold the status quo. Using CRT as our primary 

theoretical framework, we catalogued theorists that specialised in structural racism within higher 

education to analyse the data we collected and ground our argument (McNamara and Coomber, 

2012). We were transparent in our efforts to understand the connection between the student-led 

showcase and course curricula, which consequently catalysed a drawback from students and staff. 

As a result, our research process was impeded through oppressive acts that are discussed later in 

this paper. Although at the time some of the obstacles we encountered were excused as personal 

or circumstantial, this paper aims to analyse these experiences through autoethnography. 

Autoethnography is defined as ‘an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and 

systematically analyse personal experience in order to understand cultural experience’ (Ellis, 

Adams and Bochner, 2020, p. 273). Throughout this article, we will use autoethnographic methods 

to critique the systematic and unchecked biases that exist in academia today.  

After further analysis and research, we have identified five systematic axes of oppression 

that hindered the impact and clarity of our research. These intersecting axes are silence, 
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gatekeeping, discrimination, white fragility, and emotional labour. Although we attempt to gain 

clarity on our experiences by defining them as individual oppressive acts, we understand the 

complexity of their intersecting relationship and their impact on us as researchers. In a recent 

interview, Kimberlé Crenshaw defines intersectionality as ‘a lens, a prism, for seeing the way in 

which various forms of inequality often operate together and exacerbate each other.’ (Steinmetz, 

2020). By contextualising and defining these intersecting instances, we aim to alter the perception 

of structurally racist oppressive tactics in higher education from circumstantial to systematic. 

 

Silence  

Despite our many efforts of outreach during our research process, we failed to gather interest in 

our subject matter. We were met with silence from our peers on the Alpha course when they were 

asked to speak on their casting and writing processes regarding race and representation of 

characters. We distributed an online survey asking the students whose work was presented at the 

showcase to share their casting process and if they were willing to share their script as well. From 

the 10 Alpha students whose work was presented, we only got one response. We used this student’s 

script in our rehearsed reading followed by a focus group. As we mentioned earlier, we focused 

on the casting of characters and what would change if they were played by Black actors. We 

collected data before and after the rehearsed reading through electronic questionnaires, as well as 

by video and audio recording the entire focus group discussions, with consent. Here’s what was 
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said by our participants during our ‘Performing Research: Dear ‘Write’ Central’ focus group when 

asked how race and equality are discussed in class settings: 

Participant 1: ‘We have those discussions amongst the class, but we don’t have a focus on 

it, per se.’  

Participant 2: ‘The things we learn in applied theatre (ethics and representation) are not the 

things actors have to learn for example. Which is weird for me because they should know 

it, shouldn’t they?’ 

Participant 3: ‘I’m directing and observing a lot and it’s always just The Seagull and 

Mamet, Stanislavski, Chekhov, white middle-class texts. Everyone goes to the go-to texts. 

It’s like, why?’  

Participant 4: ‘There’s an exoticism that happens especially with how my course mates 

interact with me or some of my lecturers interact with me in class. I perceive it as a slight 

exoticism but as I reflect on it, it’s more of just they’re not aware’(2019). 

Five different MA programs were represented in our focus group and the unanimous 

opinion was that discussions on this topic were not taking place often enough, in the classroom or 

out of it. This qualitative data is consistent with the findings presented in the Halpin Partnership 

report (2019), which resulted in a recommendation for more racial awareness training to be done 

for students, faculty and staff. From our focus group, 75% of participants said they felt that their 

awareness of race on stage changed because of the discussion in the workshop. This further 
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demonstrates how awareness can lead to a shift in mindset which could lead to a possible change 

in writing and casting. 

Both our focus group dialogues and the Halpin Review (2019) uncovered that the Alpha 

course, like many of the courses at RCSSD, lacks a core curriculum that embeds equality and 

diversity. This confirmed our postulation that for many of the students, the value of our subject 

matter could be reduced to a personal interest, not a required part of learning within the institution, 

which leads to the discomfort when discussing race. Research shows across the United Kingdom, 

HEIs fail to offer supportive structures to engage in dialogues about race as one step towards 

addressing racism within their institution (Batty, 2019; Bhopal and Pitkin, 2018; Equality and 

Human Rights Commission, 2019). Within HEIs discomfort must be recognised and supported 

through learning in and outside of the classroom about race, privilege, and whiteness (Cabrera, et. 

al, 2016). This discomfort about discussing race is connected to white fragility, which we will 

expand on later in our analysis.  

 

Gatekeeping  

Due to the lack of participation that we referenced earlier as ‘silence,’ the data we gathered thus 

far was not substantial enough to enable us to thoroughly examine how the lack of representation 

in the Alpha course’s showcase was a direct mechanism of structural racism at RCSSD. Therefore, 

using our CRT framework, we constructed a questionnaire for tutors of the Alpha course to 

examine the structure of the course curriculum. Our survey questioned if and how the course 
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embeds equality and diversity in its teachings. It also questioned what kind of support has been 

made available to the tutors to educate the students on racial equality. However, our ability to 

perform academic research on our subject was yet again obstructed.  

Our initial survey sent to tutors of the Alpha course was filled with open-ended questions 

because similar to the Halpin Partnership, we found there was not any public information available 

that linked equality and diversity with the course curriculum. Upon distributing the survey to the 

principal tutors of the Alpha course we received a same-day response stating at first that our 

research was compelling and important work. However, the response went on to criticise our data 

collection methods, including the design, survey platform used, and length of time required to 

complete. The Alpha tutor observed that the survey would take a long time to complete as it 

consisted of open-ended questions. The Alpha tutor then suggested we research other questionnaire 

designs and upon designing something that required quick responses with less open-ended 

questions,  they indicated that they would share it with their colleagues. We took on board their 

desire for changes in our survey because as students we wanted to display our willingness to adjust 

when the research required it. We reconstructed our survey by including multiple-choice questions 

and Likert Scale questions, a point scale asking the Alpha tutors to depict how strongly they agreed 

or disagreed with several statements we provided. Despite the changes made, we only received a 

response from one Alpha tutor. It is important to highlight that by changing our questionnaire there 

were limitations on the answers we could receive which would impact analysis.  
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This resistance to sharing basic information about the curriculum had a gatekeeping effect 

that is deeply rooted in structural racism. The gatekeeper decides what information should move 

past them (through the information ‘gate’) to the group or individuals beyond, and what 

information should not. Gatekeepers are at a high level, data decision-makers who control 

information flow to an entire social system. Based on personal preference, professional experience, 

social influences, or bias they allow certain information to pass through their audience (Mass 

Communication Theory, 2019). By withholding information about the curriculum, the tutors of 

the Alpha course acted as gatekeepers of information that directly affected our ability to gather 

data for our research presentation.  

Given the topic of our research, it could be argued that the Alpha tutor’s refusal to enter a 

discussion about race on our terms underscores white supremacy culture. According to Tema 

Okun, white supremacy culture is an ideology rooted in superiority over people of colour (Okun, 

n.d., p. 1). White supremacy culture can be exercised, knowingly or not, by members of society in 

many ways, including ‘perfectionism,’ ‘only one right way,’ and ‘either/or thinking’(Okun, n.d, p. 

1-5). Although we understand that there could be many factors that contributed to the tutor’s lack 

of engagement, by criticising our survey questions and refusing to give us access to information 

about the curriculum after we adhered to their requested changes, the Alpha tutor obstructed the 

development of our research. Regardless of intent, these actions could be seen as upholding white 

supremacy culture by diminishing our efforts in researching race and reinforcing whiteness as a 

gatekeeper.   
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After unsuccessfully attempting to gather data from students and tutors, our supervisor 

urged us to keep our ethics practices water-tight because we were ‘opening ourselves up for 

scrutiny’ due to the nature of our topic. The continued questioning, silence and gatekeeping 

combined with the posture of our supervisor’s warning, informed us that our research was being 

viewed as a threat or a liability to be contained. This kind of discrimination highlights the fact that 

despite external examinations of structural racism, such as the Halpin Review, students wishing to 

perform academic research on race face unique scrutiny due to structural racism. 

 

Discrimination 

Our research was being assessed through an oral presentation at an internal research conference. 

The internal research conference was held in several rooms throughout the institution, and 

presentations were simultaneously occurring in blocks of three. Each presentation block had a 

shared overall theme so similar presentations were grouped together. As the end of the module and 

subsequent research conference drew near, our supervisor informed us that students from the 

Alpha course had complained about our research topic. The details of the complaint and how it 

affected the Alpha students was not disclosed to us. As a result, we were told that our presentation 

would therefore not be taking place where it was initially scheduled: in the large auditorium with 

the other presentations about writing and casting. Instead, we were redirected to present in a small 

porter-cabin with what seemed to be presentations that focused on the relationship between theatre 

and psychology. When asked about the reasons behind the move, our course supervisor relayed 
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that the decision was made by the tutors of the Alpha course, who were concerned for the adverse 

emotional impact our research may have on students in the audience. Tutors were concerned that 

if our research was presented alongside students from the Alpha course, those students would not 

be emotionally capable of presenting their research to the best of their ability. This ‘differential 

treatment’ discriminated against our group in favour of our peers (Lippert-Rasmussen, 2014, p. 

14). This incident is an example of racial inequality constructed by society that emerged to uphold 

white interests as per CRT’s argument (Curry, 2009). 

One of the most notable disadvantages of this discrimination was our removal from a wider 

platform to share how race and representation are experienced within our institution. The 

auditorium we were intended to present in could seat just over 230 people while the small porter-

cabin we were moved to could hold 40 people comfortably. This communicated to us that research 

involving race is not highly valued if it causes discomfort in an institution where a majority of 

people are white (Halpin Partnership Ltd, 2019, p. 60). Our subject matter disrupted the comfort 

of our peers and therefore we were removed to protect their comfort (Ahmed, 2007). This 

reinforces to us as researchers that if a majority of white people are made to feel uncomfortable, 

actions and policies will be enacted to protect their safety. These experiences will be further 

examined later through the axes of white fragility and emotional labour. 

We can conclude that the decision to move the location of our presentation was rooted in 

what could arguably be understood as resentment towards our critical research on race and 

representation. Raymond Williams discusses in Paul Gilroy’s There Ain’t no Black in the Union 
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Jack how ‘Resentment of ‘unfamiliar neighbours’ is seen as the beginning of a process which ends 

in ideological specifications of ‘race’ and ‘superiority’.’ (1991, p. 49). The focus of our research 

on race and representation within writing and casting manifested in resentment from tutors and 

students. This resentment towards our research made us feel like ‘strange foreigners’ within our 

institution (Diène, 2005, p. 14).  

Now that our research is complete, reflecting autoethnographically, we can see how our 

diverse identities as a research team may have compounded this resentment. The identities held by 

our research team include, but are not limited to, being women, being non-British, and for two of 

the three researchers, being Black. These diverse aspects of our identity, which were known to at 

least one student in the Alpha course who attended our focus group and is in our student records, 

creates an aspect of unfamiliarity that inherently makes us ‘foreign.’ Our foreignness contributed 

another layer of inequality, as per Crenshaw’s definition of intersectionality, affecting how we 

were discriminated against.  

 

White Fragility 

Throughout our research assignment, we noted the continued reservation and awkwardness 

surrounding the discussions we tried to foster as part of our research. We have labelled many of 

these interactions as examples of ‘white fragility’ (Saad, 2020; Brown, 2018). Robin DiAngelo 

describes white fragility as ‘a state in which even a minimum amount of racial stress becomes 

intolerable, triggering a range of defensive moves’ (Diangelo, 2018, p. 57). She states that white 
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people in North America live within an ‘insulated environment of racial privilege,’ which leads to 

an inability to tolerate discussions around race (Diangelo, 2018, p. 57). Although Diangelo’s 

research was primarily based in North America, the issues surrounding racial discussions and 

white fragility ring true for white-majority institutions in the UK as well, including RCSSD. 

DiAngelo unpacks the process by which white people confuse feeling uncomfortable in a 

discussion with being attacked or in danger, creating a dynamic where white people feel that they 

are the victims of a hostile environment at the expense of furthering honest discussions about race 

(2018, p. 64). There are a number of sources of racial stress that can trigger white fragility, 

including receiving feedback about the racist impacts of one’s behaviour and suggesting a person’s 

views come from a racialised reference point. These sources result in ‘interruptions’ to the white 

racial equilibrium, causing inflated responses that seek to reinstate the racial status quo (DiAngelo, 

2018, p. 57).  

When our course supervisor shared the news that the location of our presentation had been 

changed, we were confused as to why our presentation alone caused this kind of disruption to the 

research conference. This decision had adverse effects on the three of us as student researchers 

that no one, except our supervisor, in the institution appeared to take into account. These effects 

included being made to feel that our research had the potential to be offensive, and the implication 

that we were the brunt of student and faculty gossip. At the time, this decision seemed out of our 

hands and just another isolated experience that we needed to accept to accommodate the feelings 

of others and successfully navigate this assignment. Through autoethnography, however, we 
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understand how DiAngelo’s assessment of white fragility provides another framework as to why 

the leaders of our institution felt the need to remove our presentation from the larger auditorium 

where it was originally scheduled. If our presentation on race triggered feelings of ‘confusion, 

defensiveness, and righteous indignation,’ in our peers, the institution as a whole could suffer 

disruptions as the white institutionalised status quo became challenged (DiAngelo, 2018, p. 64). 

This explains why, to the best of our knowledge, our presentation was singled out as a cause of 

such a disruption in our institution, in contrast to research presentations in other fields, where it 

was not discussed whether or not the students involved in the case studies of those presentations 

were emotionally capable of also being the audience.  

Throughout this process the seemingly white students consistently positioned themselves 

as the victim. It is vital to state how often we had to clarify that this research is not pointing fingers 

at the students but investigating the institution as a whole. Throughout our research process and 

presentation, we clearly stated that we were primarily investigating if ‘…all students, specifically 

in MA courses, receive education about systematic racism and the complexities of representation 

in the arts’ (Dear ‘Write’ Central, 2019). However, because the majority of the students and tutors 

present throughout our research were seemingly white, our attempt to distance the individuals 

involved in our research from the institution under scrutiny was not successful and resulted in 

withdrawal and criticism.  

Analysing the events of our project further through autoethnography has allowed us to see 

the policing of discourse and unnecessary vetting process as an oppressive form of conflict 
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resolution where the stability of the white status quo is vigorously maintained. These events serve 

as a reminder of how in our careers we will, unfortunately, be subjected to this type of fragility at 

the potential expense of our achievements. Furthermore, this series of events required considerable 

emotional labour the three of us had to undertake to complete the assignment to its full potential. 

The lasting effects of this emotional labour have been felt long after the assignment was completed, 

though we understand it has affected us differently due to our differing identities. 

 

Emotional Labour 

In their research on the emotional labour of people of colour in white professional settings, 

Louwanda Evans and Wendy Leo Moore collected data from many higher education institutions 

as well as professional corporate environments on how racism affects the emotions of professionals 

of colour. Their research indicates that in the majority of white professional settings, people of 

colour have to overcome a greater emotional journey to keep their professional reputation and 

ability to succeed in white spaces (Evans and Moore, 2015, p. 439-454). According to Evans and 

Moore: 

People of color[sic]  experience an unequal distribution of emotional labor[sic] as a result 

of negotiating both everyday racial micro-aggressions and dismissive dominant ideologies 

that deny the relevance of race and racism. As a result they must actively seek ways to 

engage in forms of resistance that promote counter narratives and protect themselves from 

denigration while minimizing the risk of severe consequence (2015, p. 439). 
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By choosing our HEI as the subject of our research on race in the curricula , we experienced 

the emotionally laborious consequences of white fragility. It is relevant to note here that one of 

our research team is not a person of colour, and throughout our research, we analysed how the 

project could potentially affect each person differently due to the unequal ways we navigate white 

institutionalised spaces. Although the diversity of ethnic makeup of our group played a part in the 

distribution of the emotional labour, the tension we felt as a team during the research process was 

a palpable outcome of white fragility when asked to enter a discussion about race. Despite these 

emotional challenges, we endeavoured to complete our presentation and report our research on 

how issues of race on stage were being taught in the curriculum.  

During the research conference students were encouraged to witness other presentations 

when they were not presenting. Since the conference occurred in blocks of three in several rooms, 

students were advised to pick one block and not enter or exit in between presentations. In the few 

moments of setting up between the second presentation and ours, a group of students from the 

Alpha course entered the room. The huge disruption made it impossible not to notice that these 

were the exact students the tutors had sought to ‘protect’ by moving our presentation to another 

room. We gave our presentation, reporting that although an external company had found our 

institution to be doing adequate work to diversify its student body and curriculum, the students we 

surveyed and workshopped, who represented a wide range of degrees and programmes, 

overwhelmingly agreed that the issues of representation and race in theatre was not being taught 

enough as a part of the curriculum. We referenced the first event we attended as researchers, in 
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which there were 10 one-act plays written, directed, cast, and performed by students, and it seemed 

that there were no Black actors and only one Black audience member, excluding two of our 

research team members.  In the question and answer section  after the presentation one seemingly 

white student expressed that they had trouble finding people of colour to be involved in the event, 

but that our critique overlooked the other ways in which the event was diverse. The response 

developed into an accusatory statement, attempting to reduce our presentation to a personal 

vendetta. This defensive response is an example of white fragility where white people confuse 

feeling uncomfortable in a discussion about race with being attacked, identifying themselves as 

the victims (Diangelo, 2018, p. 64). We experienced an emotional tension in the audience, 

specifically from the group of students who interrupted the block of presentations. We attempted 

to return the focus to our thorough research process and complete the question and answer portion 

of the presentation.  

Using Evans and Moore’s emotional labour research as a lens through which to analyse 

this experience further in our autoethnography, we have found their description of resilience to be 

helpful. They expand the definition to include the ‘time consuming and emotionally laborious[sic] 

process of decision making about how and when people of color[sic] will respond’ to racist 

accusations and experiences (Evans and Moore, 2015, p. 449). In this way, our research team in 

the moments following the presentation were required to tap into an emotional resilience in order 

to maintain academic integrity and restore control, instead of allowing a white majority 
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institutionalised audience to execute their ‘power over’ our subject as a form of intimidation 

(Palmer et al., 2020). 

Immediately following the presentation we felt a sense of relief that we had overcome the 

challenges of the last three months and completed the assignment. As we left the presentation 

room, a glaring truth began to take shape: that this presentation would affect us differently as 

individuals based on our racial identity. Before we had a chance to reunite with our peers and 

congratulate each other on the success of our presentation, the two Black members of our research 

group were approached by seemingly white students from the Alpha course. This engagement with 

the two Black researchers forced them to continue exerting emotional resilience while the white 

students expressed their allyship and reiterated that they were personally not to blame. The white 

team member was not met with any questions or requests for validation from her peers, 

highlighting that it was the Black team members’ emotional pacification the audience was seeking. 

This exchange would have been much more beneficial if it had taken place months before through 

the many surveys we administered and the workshop we invited them to, and if the interactions 

had been evenly distributed between all three team members. However, the act of a public 

approach following the presentation was a continued oppressive act that forced the Black 

researchers to engage in emotional labour where they had to appear publicly pleasing with students 

we knew were initially critical and accusatory towards us (Evans and Moore, 2015).  This 

experience blatantly solidified that although we thought we experienced discrimination because of 

our research subject, there was a second layer of discrimination present that excluded the white 
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team member. That team member was allowed to re-enter the institution without the same 

emotional labour required as her Black colleagues. The layering of discrimination and emotional 

labour experienced by our research team is an example of what Kimberlé Crenshaw defines as 

intersectionality. The presence of these axes of oppression magnifies the exertion of power 

described by Palmer and underscore the institutionalised white status quo as described by 

DiAngelo. 

These interactions and responses to our presentation highlight how white people neglect to 

see whiteness as a racialised group, and that to discuss race and representation, white people feel 

they must seek out the acceptance and approval of people of colour. But as cohesive as we felt as 

a team of researchers, our project ended in a way that made the subject matter of our work feel 

even more vital. Our peers saw us not as a research team, but as Black students and white students, 

and this truth is certainly to affect how we navigate academic institutions. 

 

Conclusion 

Over a year ago, we three students came together on a group assessment and found a shared 

interest, exploring questions about the structural racism at our HEI. Now, a year later, the 

assessment has been completed, we have graduated from our institution, but the work of unpacking 

our experiences is not over. We have been in the process of writing and editing this essay when 

the Black Lives Matter Movement has come to the attention of the media worldwide following the 

death of George Floyd in May 2020. It is a time where the media, and our drama school, in 
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particular, are now focused on discussing the complex issues of race and moving towards being 

actively anti-racist. In giving our individual, personal reflections on this experience, we would like 

to acknowledge our historical moment, and how each of our lives has been altered by not only this 

research but the larger global conversations: 

Mary C. Parker: ‘In the week of 2-9 June 2020, I watched the live feed of George Floyd’s 

first funeral, sat in a virtual room with performers from a prominent US comedy theatre and heard 

from Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC) folx that have experienced discrimination 

and racism within the theatre, and witnessed performative activism from several companies who 

are issuing statements of solidarity for #blacklivesmatter including the very institution this article 

is written about.4 And! there is a global pandemic as well that is disproportionately affecting 

communities of colour. To say I am tired is an understatement. The racial battle fatigue in writing 

a reflective autoethnographic article is, not surprisingly, exhausting. As a creative of colour, my 

experience at RCSSD reminds me that I cannot assume that I will be safe and free from 

experiencing racism. Reflecting now at a time when this institution is publicly called out for racism 

as we are writing about it gives me hope that our voices matter. I am motivated to create work that 

addresses injustice through my artistic practice and to continue to push the line of creative 

expression, integrity, and learning through honest discomfort.’ 

 
4 By using the term ‘folx’ this actively includes non-binary people in this conversation and moves away 

from gender specific words (Peters, 2017). 
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Michaela Gasteratou: ‘This paper has shifted how I recognise micro-aggression in my day-

to-day life. Reflecting on the events mentioned in this paper and witnessing people come forward 

with their experience of racial discrimination at the institution makes this paper more relevant. As 

a person who grew up in Ethiopia where I was part of the racial majority, this experience along 

with my time in the UK and Europe since 2009 has exposed me to the racial injustice that people 

of colour face daily world-wide. Additionally, this experience has made it more unlikely for me to 

pursue a PhD programme at this institution because the same issues could unfold. Although, I am 

now more equipped to call-out racism in every shape and form, it is still a worry that issues like 

this could take place at any institution.’ 

Anna Claire Walker: ‘This experience has greatly affected my practice as a theatre artist. 

Too often in this industry, race is seen as something that does not affect white people. But as 

long as white theatre is seen as ‘the norm,’ we are continually ‘othering’ and discriminating 

against practices centred around other racial experiences. As a white woman from the American 

South, my identity can place me in the position of oppressor if I am not consciously doing the 

work to disrupt the white supremacist norms I have been conditioned to accept. This work has 

again proved to me the importance of disrupting the status quo and making marginalised voices 

heard. As a white theatre practitioner, I must educate myself on how my practice either promotes 

or disrupts white supremacy. Racism is not always about obvious acts of hate and violence; 

white supremacy affects every action of institutionalised spaces and constantly oppresses and 

creates inequality through small, normalised gestures that, more often than not, go unchecked.’ 
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It is important to note that although the process of writing and researching for this paper 

has allowed us to process and define an important experience of racism in academic research, it 

has also been emotionally laborious for the two Black members of our research team. This has 

translated into hesitation about filing a complaint. This stems from the fact that a lot of the research 

we undertook during our module and our experience at students shows that complaints at this HEI 

in the past have not resulted in many positive outcomes or actions taken, and we were continually 

met with the attitude that it is just the way things are (Central Students' Union, 2019). The shared 

lack of trust towards the integrity of HEI’s complaint procedures in the UK resonates with us as 

well (National Union of Students, 2011, p. 35).  

Our aim is that those reading would go forward into academia with more knowledge and 

awareness of how seemingly small instances of institutionalised structural racism can be named, 

defined, and compounded, and armed with that knowledge, promote change. 
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